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Sikkens
Automatchic 3
Catch the color the smart way.
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Perfect color accuracy
everytime: Automatchic 3
The major challenge in car refinishing is achieving
100 % color accuracy. Automatchic 3 is the new
Sikkens color checking device that makes perfect
color matching faster and easier than ever.

Based on latest LED technology
Automatchic 3 is a hand-held tool and has been designed
to meet the needs of professional painters. It is based on
state of the art LED technology. Three pressure pins make
optimal positioning of the tool perfectly easy. Stray light
barriers prevent interference from external light sources
making sure you achieve the most accurate result.

Easy to use
Automatchic 3 is a lightweight device, so handling is very
easy. As power consumption is low, it is fitted with regular
or rechargeable batteries. Not only is positioning child's
play, but mistakes are also detected automatically. As we
know that fast processes are vital to your success,
calibration takes only a minimum of time. Operating the
Automatchic 3 is straightforward, after reading the color
the software automatically searches for the closest color
formula and optimizes this formula if needed. For very difficult colors Automatchic 3 offers a tinting step which automatically tints the chosen formula. With Automatchic 3
you can easily find the best color formula for virtually any
car color on the road. That's why Automatchic 3 comes

with a quick USB connection. Calibration takes very little
time. Low calibration intervals make sure that the tool is
available whenever you need it.

Key benefits for you
● High color accuracy
● Latest LED optical technology
● Easy positioning with three pressure pins
● Fast measurement process
● Easy to operate
● Find color formulas even without car color code
● Handy carrying case

Catch the color!

Our focus – your success
For your bodyshop to be profitable, you need more than just
the right paint. That is why Sikkens provides a comprehensive
range of services: practical training, business consulting, state of
the art computer technology and much more. In fact, everything
you need to give your bodyshop a real competitive edge.
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